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Abstract. Modern society is constantly changing and evolving, and the era of globalization and informatization leads to profound transformation of moral guidelines and personal space expansion due to deeper human immersion into the world of mass media. Image advertising is considered as one of the most common phenomena in the information era and can be characterized as a polycode text consisting of elements of different sign systems. The main purpose of such advertising is to change person’s consumer behavior and form visions, desired by an advertising creator, in the consumer’s individual lexicon. The article focuses on the study of peculiarities of image advertising visions functioning in the individual lexicon as well as their impact on an individual under a special advertising communicative situation depending on gender factor. To verify the thesis of differences in the strategies of image advertising perception applied by representatives of different gender groups, we have conducted the experimental research using the semantic differential; some results and their analysis are given in the article.

1 Introduction

Nowadays people are becoming more interested in advertising as a special means of communication due to its constant presence in all spheres of society and people’s life. The development and change of the modern world lead to the integration of the mass media into cultural environment, making advertising an integral part of people’s life, a certain cultural phenomenon, and language which reflects the state of society.

The specificity of image advertising visions functioning in the context of modern society is explained by the notion that advertising is considered as a special form of social communication where all information channels are used to transmit an assumed model of consumer behavior to any member of society. It should be noticed that such action influences the formation of “life standards” which are advantageous to an advertiser.

Advertising is naturally incorporated into sociocultural processes which can be seen in any society. We believe that advertising is a special type of communicative situation in terms of which coded information is transmitted to change the addressee’s way of thinking, his/her attitude towards a specific subject of advertising and a model of his/her consumer behavior.

Therefore, we have developed the classification of advertising based on the characteristics of a vision formation as a result of advertising impact on the individual. So, two types of advertising have been singled out. The first type is informational advertising which is understood as advertising aimed to give an addressee specific and informative content on an advertisement subject that will contribute to the subject further sales. The second type is image advertising which is understood as advertising aimed to image forming (positive or negative in dependence to goals set by an addressee). Image is defined as a certain generalized vision formed in person’s consciousness in response to impact of an advertising polycode text [1].

Image advertising is a complex concept. Management process of image advertising formation and operation in the mass media, society and image as well is subject to a vision symbolization process and occurs by conscious or subconscious matching of the ideal vision along with basic values acquired in a particular society with an individual’s concepts and visions that he/she considers right for himself/herself personally. Thus, being a special sociocultural phenomenon, image advertising can be considered as some aspect of reality including external and internal object characteristics which are reflected in its image.

For the research use, image is defined as an idealized object emerging in person’s individual lexicon. Whereas it is not possible to “measure” image directly, it can be estimated indirectly by means of the relationship emerged in communication, activities and a particular choice of a person. Event reality exists independently of a person. Therefore, image and image advertising, being a part of the mass culture which reflects all modern trends in the society development as well, naturally fit with the world, and change and shape new personal and social stereotypes and behaviors gradually.

Both Russian and foreign scientists are engaged in image and image advertising research [2-9]. But for all that, image advertising functioning as a complex, multi-dimensional social induced process remains not fully...
understood. This statement defines the research relevance. To assess psycholinguistic factors influence on the “internal” visions formation in individual’s mind while perceiving image advertising, we have conducted the experiment. Since the meaning of an advertising message is perceived only in terms of its symbolic and tangible content, the best method for achieving the goal, set in the advertising message, is to use symbolic visions and meanings that have already existed in person’s mind.

During understanding of any text, including advertising one, an individual relies on his/her own schemes of world knowledge. This knowledge allows to see the situation that is described in the text, to think up it, to judge the believability or unreality of the events described. Therefore, we consider that it is necessary to identify psychophysiological characteristics of an individual, who perceives a text, separately.

Studying gender as one of the factors influencing the perception and formation of an imaginative component of image advertising will allow interpreting and analyzing the respondent’s attitude towards a studied vision more fully and comprehensively, since gender is associated with linguistic, social, and psychophysiological characteristics of an individual. Gender factor has been studied in different branches of science from psychology and sociology to computer science and neurology [10-15].

Gender stereotypes of vision perception are determined by human environment, culture and society, so they determine the specificity of verbal and non-verbal human activity.

We believe that the gender factor determines a specific set of behaviors emerged in most communicative situations, regardless of society nature or gender composition of people who are in communication with one another. Each person has his/her own specific strategies for information processing, a tendency to certain ways of knowledge categorizing. This affects the process of surrounding world perception. Thus, the result of the interaction of information processing strategies, which are formed under society and language influence, is the specific structures formation used for the perception process structuring. A forerentioned structures occur in a network of associations, given to the proposed image advertising text, and in content of many incoming stimuli.

2 Main Part

2.1. Methodology

The experiment has been conducted to study the characteristics of gender influence on an advertising vision formation in the individual lexicon as well as on subjective assessments on the image advertising vision which is known or unknown to a respondent. The semantic differential method has been chosen as the main research method. It has allowed to study the degree of a vision perception of an image advertising without a verbal component.

It should be noted that the semantic differential is one of the cases of project study which gives possibility to take into account the fact that a stimulating situation makes sense not only because of its objective content, but also for reasons related to person’s inclinations, in other words, due to respondent’s subjectification and value which are attached to the current situation. Assessing stimuli according to given characteristics a respondent projects his/her properties into the situation [16]. In other words, the semantic differential is a useful tool for studying semantic spaces of a stimulus.

The semantic differential technique is widely used in Russian and foreign scientific literature to study respondents’ perception of stimulus objects of a different nature such as verbal, visual, or polycode [8, 17-24]. One should not forget that the semantic differential can be used to study the level of formation and integrity of respondent’s ideas about the world (cognitive diagnostics), as well as to study personal attitudes and emotional relationships towards given objects (projective techniques).

Person’s attitude towards concepts that are significant to him/her in an advertising text can be found in his/her evaluative judgments, which are determined by logical dichotomies in person’s consciousness (antonymous adjectives). Such bipolar evaluations are possible to be quantitatively measured by the semantic differential method [25].

Thus, the semantic differential is a technique that makes it possible to evaluate a value from both qualitative and quantitative sides. This fact has become a presupposition in choosing this particular method as the main one during the psycholinguistic experiment.

The hypothesis of the experimental study is the statement that the “gender” factor influences on the degree of a vision perception of an image advertising as well as on the formation of an image-medium vision in person’s individual lexicon.

On the one hand an image advertising object reflects the reality, but on the other hand it distorts the reality through specific meanings focused on the vision of the object. As F. Bartlett notes, knowledge comes out of the targeted process of remembrance [26]. Thus, knowledge activated by remembering sets up a firm relation between received information and a certain situation from the past which influences on perception of new stimulus, as the centre of an image advertising text is a vision which affects the effectiveness of influence on a respondent.

For our research we decided to choose 10 polycode texts of outdoor image advertising which are logos of industrial enterprises sorted by volume of production [27]. These advertising texts almost do not contain a verbal component which can be used for guessing or predicting company profile.

The participants of the experiment with the semantic differential method are 45 people belong to age group from 25 to 60 years old. All the respondents were divided into two groups by gender:

- the first group is the representatives of male in amount of 23, the average age of participants is 30;
- the second group is the representatives of female in amount of 22 people, the average age of participants is 35.

The total number of participants of the experimental study is 45 respondents.
To carry out the psycholinguistic experiment we have chosen six factors suggested by V.F. Petrenko [28]. Each factor contains three bipolar adjective scales/pairs. Evaluation factor contains such adjective scales as pleasant-unpleasant, light-dark, and beautiful-ugly. The active-passive, excited-relaxed, and fast-slow adjective pairs define Activity factor. Order factor can be defined using scales regulated-chaotic, stable-changeable, and motionless-moving. Difficult-easy, secret-usual, and unlimited-limited scales are used to define Complexity factor. Adjective pairs big-small, strong-weak, and heavy-light define Potency factor. Comfortability factor has following scales safe-dangerous, soft-hard, and tender-rude.

The participants were to fill in a form of questionnaire. The respondents were to evaluate the objects in the table according to the given bipolar scales (from "-3" to "3") relying on their first impression. They should also put their gender, age and place of work or study on the form.

2.2 Data Analysis Procedures

45 completed forms from the participants have been obtained, these data have been analyzed and tabulated. We have done the vertical analysis to make exclusions of unworkable data and it has not indicated any spoiled blank forms. It also should be noticed that respondents were interested in the experimental task fulfilling.

We have processed the obtained data by means of statistics methods and Microsoft Office Excel software. The results of the research have been depicted in the graphic form of bar charts (See Fig. 1). The data are shown in averages of respondents' evaluations of image objects at 6 factors.

![Fig. 1. Summarize data of the experiment](image)

Judging by Figure 1 (see Fig. 1) we can see that the participants of the second gender group gave more clearly stated evaluations of advertising texts than the participants of the first gender group. Evaluation, Order and Potency factors are dominant factors in the second group, while Complexity factor is the only one dominant factor in the first group. Activity and Potency factors have the same orientation for both groups, while averages of the remained four factors are differently oriented. This means that figurative component is formed on the basis of the metaphorization process according to Evaluation, Order and Potency factors in female representatives and Complexity factor in male representatives.

The process of a vision identifying takes place in dependence on the context of individual's previous experience based on the most relevant features that can be determined using statistical methods, such as correlation analysis which consists in the determining of the degree of relationship between two random variables. Correlation coefficients are used to find how strong relationship between experimental data is. The most common correlation coefficient, called the Pearson correlation coefficient, measures the strength of the linear association between variables. The range of values for the coefficient is -1.0 to 1.0. The greater the absolute value of a correlation coefficient, the stronger the linear relationship.

The literature shows common correlation relationship classification [29]: strong or tight relationship if coefficient of correlation ($r$) is $\geq 0.70$; medium if $0.50 \leq r \leq 0.69$; moderate if $0.30 \leq r \leq 0.49$; weak if $0.20 \leq r \leq 0.29$; very weak if $r \leq 0.19$.

We have carried out correlation analysis for the experimental data. According to the results of the correlation analysis, almost all factors in the first group are in strong relationship with each other (e.g. Evaluation factor has high relationship with Activity, Complexity, Potency, and Comfortability factors, and Comfortability
factor dependents on all other five factors). In the second group, on the contrary, there is high relationship only between Complexity and Evaluation factors, Complexity and Activity factors, and Comfortability and Evaluation factors. There is positive linear correlation between factors in both groups, which means that an increase in one variable (factor) is associated with an increase of another variable (factor). It should be noticed that in the second group we have found that Potency factor is almost independent from any other factor, and Comfortability factor has only very weak relationship with Order factor. We have not found similar cases in the first group.

In terms of mathematics a construction of a semantic space is a transition from large size basis sets given by scales (in this case there are 18 antonymous scales) to smaller-size basis sets given by factors (in this case there are 6 main factors). According to V.F. Petrenko categories (factors) are rather rough meta-language which is used to describe stimulus objects. Consequently semantic spaces can be seen as a convenient way of values resolution into a fixed alphabet of categories (factors), i.e. semantic analysis of values can be carried out to make a decision about similarities and differences of the values within n-dimensional semantic space [30].

It should be noted that the scales used in the experimental study are metaphorical expression of respondent’s states and relations towards presented stimuli. This means that a respondent estimates image visions based not in the terms of these visions knowledge, but in the terms of his/her impressions that emerge when a person perceives a complex vision. For example, the vision of “Object 10” for respondents from the first gender group is ugly and hard, but for the respondents from the second group it is unpleasant, dark, difficult, limited, strong, hard, and rude, i.e. in this case the identity is occurred only on one scale of Comfortability factor. If to talk about image formed in respondent’s individual lexicon, then characteristic scales of Potency and Order factors have the least influence on the figurative component representation and are minor components while implementing the cognitive mechanism of metaphorical transfer.

Considering the absence of a verbal component in an image-message which can be used to define an image-medium, it should be noticed that respondents are usually failed while matching their background knowledge with the image-message, consequently respondents are to evaluate an image-medium vision by a non-verbal component as well as the vision formed in their individual lexicon. In the experimental research respondents stated unfamiliarity of presented stimuli regardless of the fact that chosen industrial enterprises are among the top leading enterprises in the region participants live in.

As the values of the objects within the semantic space are given by intersections of coordinate projections on axes of a semantic space they can be considered as an analogue of a categoric structure of an individual lexicon. According to V.F. Petrenko certain parameters of the semantic space correspond to certain aspects of cognitive organization of the individual lexicon [30].

Features of perception of an “Object 5” vision and an “Object 6” vision as well as construction of the visions in the individual lexicon can be evaluated considering graphic presentation of assessments given by representatives of different gender. Figure 2 (see Fig. 2) and Figure 3 (see Fig. 3) show “Object 5” and “Object 6” respectively and graphs of respondents’ attitude towards image advertising texts for both gender groups.

![Figure 2](image-url)
Fig. 3. Experiment results: Object 6 and graph of respondents’ attitude towards Object 6

There is both verbal and non-verbal component in the image advertising text “Object 5” (see Fig. 2). The verbal component is represented only by the English letter “B” which corresponds to the company name BIAXPLEN LTD (Kursk). The company is engaged in the production of polypropylene films and packages. The non-verbal component is represented by four gray arrows directed perpendicular to one another, forming a some kind of compass with the letter “B” in the center instead of a magnetic needle. This combination of the verbal and the non-verbal components based on the cognitive mechanism of metaphorical transfer creates a specific vision of the availability of goods produced by the company for any needs and requests.

There is only a non-verbal component in the advertising logo of “Object 6” (see Fig. 3). The picture shows an arrow composed of blue and orange lines and triangles. Such combination under the implementation of the cognitive mechanism of metaphorization creates a vision of steady movement upward to success and to constant development without any compromise.

According to the assessment given by the representatives of the first group (male) the vision of “Object 5” (see Fig. 2) is an unpleasant, dark, ugly, moving, easy, ordinary and rude, and the vision of “Object 6” (see Fig. 3) is dark, moving, hard and rude. As for assessment given by the representatives of the second group (female) the visions of the “Object 5” and “Object 6” can be described as unpleasant, regulated, easy, ordinary, limited, big and hard (“Object 5”), and as unpleasant, ugly, changeable, regulated, stable, secret, big, strong, heavy, dangerous, hard and rude (“Object 6”) respectively.

Thus, these examples show that the representatives of the second group (female) have given approximately the same number or even more estimates to each stimulus object, and if the estimates given by the male representatives are based on the perception of a non-verbal part (easy, usual, dark, etc.), then the estimates by the female respondents are more “emotional” and include assessments of visions formed in the individual lexicon based on metaphorical transfer process.

If to check Figure 1 (see Fig. 1) once more as well as the given examples (see Fig. 2, Fig. 3) it can be obvious that the participants assess image advertising visions differently depending on their gender (as in the case of logos of industrial enterprises): visions formed in individual lexicons of the female representatives are multi-factorial and can be characterised by wide emotional spectrum; Complexity factor is dominat in the estimates given by the male representatives and the accentualization of the imaginaive component is concrete and unemotional.

3 Conclusion

Image advertising vision carries information about an object, then this information is compared with person’s background knowledge and experience and is the basis for the meanings formation when constructing a vision in person’s individual lexicon. The perception of more “close” concepts and stimuli to a person is characterized by a greater frequency and figurativeness of given estimates, which clarifies the meaning of a vision in the recipient’s individual lexicon and increases its detailing.

The characteristics compiling the implementation of the cognitive mechanism of metorization while the image advertising vision perception are directly depended on person’s world image, personal experience, and background knowledge. We believe that a image advertising vision forms specific ideas about a subject and causes positive emotions that influence the addressee’s behavior, while the vision formation takes into account the characteristics of the advertised object and the common features of the group of similar objects. According to the research data male and female gender...
stereotypes of the vision perception have been found out. These stereotypes are defined not only by biological characteristics, but also by the human environment, such as culture and society, so they determine features of verbal and non-verbal human activity.

Thus, based on the analysis of the stimulus objects and graph of respondents’ attitude towards these stimuli (see Fig. 2, Fig. 3), which describe the subjective perception of the stimulus objects visions by respondents of different gender groups, we can conclude the following: women react more emotionally than men. Most averages given by female participants are higher than the same averages given by male respondents practically every scale. At the same time female participants’ responses approach toward extreme values of the bipolar antonymous scales. It should be emphasized that the subjective estimates given by the women in almost each studied feature scale are higher than the corresponding estimates given by the male participants.

The obtained data have proved the proposed hypothesis about the gender factor influence on the perception of an imaginative component of image advertising: while decoding image-messages men and women construct an image-medium vision differently relying on different visions which are formed in respondents’ individual lexicon. The obtained data have proved the proposed hypothesis about the gender factor influence on the processing of stimulus objects visions by respondents of different gender groups. We have found out that women react more emotionally. The process of formation of an internal vision that reflects their perception of the image advertising text is characterized with more pronounced, more colorful assessment of an advertising image while male respondents showed the tendency to “smooth out” the quality of indicative scales resulting in lower scores which often tend to zero reflecting difficulties in rating an object to any particular quality.

The received data can be used for further study of the basic laws of influence of the gender factor on the formation of the certain individual’s subjective reactions in response to the given stimuli as well as for identification of the specifics of the construction of the semantic space of the studied polycode texts using subjective assessments of different gender groups.

We obtained the data it is possible to use for further study of the basic patterns of influence of gender factors and the formation of certain subjective reactions in an individual in response to the stimulus presented to him, as well as to identify the specifics of building the semantic space of the studied polycode advertising texts using subjective assessments of different gender groups.
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